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Basis Representation
Taking the signal apart.
Writing it as a discrete linear combinations of “atoms”. 
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Fourier series



Basis Representation
Fourier series: properties
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Basis Representation
Ortho-basis expansion



Basis Representation
Ortho-basis expansion

Analysis step

Synthesis step



Basis Representation
Parseval’s Theorem



● every space of signals for which we can find any ortho-basis can be discretized
● mapping from (continuous) signal space into (discrete) coefficient space preserves 

inner products
○ it preserves all of the geometrical relationships between the signals (i.e. 

distances and angles).

● in some sense, this means that all signal processing can be done by manipulating 
discrete sequences of numbers. 

Basis Representation
Parseval’s Theorem



Basis Representation
Cosine Transform (CT)



Basis Representation
Discrete Cosine Transform (CT)



Basis Representation
PCA



Basis Representation
Non-orthogonal basis
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Non-orthogonal basis



Basis Representation
Over-complete frames: Fat matrix
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● Ortho-basis (NxN)

● Basis (NxN)

● Overcomplete (NxM, M>>N) 

signal/data Synthesis 
dictionary
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Given x, choice of \Psi determines the behavior of \alpha.
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Notion of Dictionary

An overcomplete dictionary (more columns than rows) can help in obtaining a representation \alpha which is 
sparse.
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An pursued goal is Construct “good representation”





Adapted from: Lecture Notes on Sparsity and Compressive Sensing, 
Justin Romberg, Georgia Tech Uni.



Non-linear Approximation

















Sparse representation - a “good representation”
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||.||1 l1-norm induces sparsity 







Sparse as one 
element will 
be 0

None of the 
element will 
be 0







Sparse representations are representations that account for most 
or all information of a signal with a linear combination of a small number 
of atoms. 

x

Sparse vector - few elements are 
non-zero



Sparse representations are representations that account for most 
or all information of a signal with a linear combination of a small number 
of atoms. 

x

Sparse vector - few elements are 
non-zero

Given x and \Psi with more columns 
than rows, solving for a sparse \alpha 
is non-trivial and a challenging 
problem.
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● Signals

○ Types of signal - time, space, applications

● Signal Models
○ Polynomials
○ Sines and cosines

● Representations
○ Fourier series
○ Fourier transform
○ Convolution
○ Filtering
○ Linear Systems: Impulse response and 

head related transfer function

● Time-frequency representation
○ spectrum varies with time
○ Instantaneous frequency
○ STFT and spectrogram

● Dimensionality Reduction
○ Linear spaces
○ PCA
○ LDA

● Sparse representations
○ Introduction
○ Basis and representations
○ L2, L1 and L0 norm

● DFT
○ Computation
○ Neural network

● Clustering
○ k-means
○ Distance measure: DP and DWT

● and other things we discussed in class 



Thank you!


